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WHY I FOUNDED PRUDENTIA
I was a member of another well-known high IQ society – you have most certainly heard its
name – in the years 2002 to 2014. It was the first high IQ society I joined, and for a long
time I had no interest in joining any other high IQ society. As a matter of fact, it was the only
high IQ society I knew that regularly held real-life, face-to-face gatherings in Austria. These
gatherings were the primary reason why I was interested in being a member of such a
society: in order to meet people in person and learn how to handle them. Previously, I had
almost no contacts to intellectual peers face to face, but as I had a couple of penpals who
were apparently very intelligent it was obvious that there had to be some who could match
my cognitive abilities.
In the course of the years I learned more about the history of that high IQ society. It turned
out it was founded by a psychologist in the 1960s, who had good intentions. He wanted to
create a society both for highly educated people and for people with little formal education.
His intention was to encourage those with little education to go back to school, study and
obtain degrees so that they would be able to rise into positions in society which would
enable them to use their intellect for the benefit of mankind.
Unfortunately it turned out that the society did not live up to its promises. One of the reasons
may have been that the founder was not strict enough when admitting new members. As I
heard, sometimes he would admit members even if they did not score high enough on the
admission test. It also turned out that many members who did not have university degrees
had no interest in studying and were satisfied with their lives although they were not in
positions respected by society. In the end, the high IQ society deteriorated because some of
these people became members of the board of directors and used their power to actively
suppress those members who had higher aspirations. This is what eventually made me leave
that society.
I founded Prudentia in July 2018 because, after four years of communicating with high IQ
people mostly via the Internet, I was longing for real-life, face-to-face meetings again. It was
clear that the aforementioned people in the other well-known high IQ society would not
accept me. After a lot of pondering over various concepts (including the idea of a society
that is not about IQ, but about academic credentials) I finally concluded that I would try to
found a new society for people with an IQ of 140 or higher and encourage people with
higher education and university graduates to join it.
Prudentia is an international society and therefore not limited to Austria or any other place. I
will try to make an effort to find people living close to our current members who might be
interested in joining as well, so that we will have real-life, face-to-face gatherings at various
places in the world. My plan also includes scientific debate and opportunities to work on
research projects together with other university graduates. Let's hope I will succeed.
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RELATED PUBLICATIONS
I edit(ed) a couple of publications which you might
be interested in, including:
Hugi Magazine – http://www.hugi.scene.org/
Genycs – http://www.genycsclub.net/
Mathematiq – http://hugi.scene.org/adok/mensa/mathsig/
Hugi Magazine issued from 1996 to 2014. Since
1998, it issued in English and focused on a computer
arts community called "the demoscene". Hugi is
pretty well-known all over the world and there is
even a page at Wikipedia dedicated to it.
Genycs is a new magazine dedicated to young
computer scientists.
Mathematiq was a newsletter with topics related to
mathematics and theoretical computer science. It
issued in German.
Official Website of Prudentia High IQ Society:
http://www.prudentia.club/

